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The Billhooks of Portugal 

 

It is often difficult to obtain information for the billhooks for other countries, often it is a chance 

search on the internet that leads to a suitable site. One such is the Cativegrama website found in 

Portugal, see: http://www.cativegrama.com/index.php 

It is not certain if this is a manufacturer, or a tool retailer/wholesaler, but they carry a wide range 

of tools for many trades. In the section for agricultural tools (ferramientas para agricultura) 

there is a good selection of regional patterns of billhooks, and similar tools. Nomenclature is not 

always easy to determine, and similar tools are given 

different names (foice, roçadeira, podão), and some 

tools are listed more than once under several names. 

An example of the latter is the roçadeira Sertã (a 

municipality in Castelo Branco District in central 

Portugal). This is also listed as a meia lua Leiria, a 

half moon from Leiria (a city and municipality also 

in central Portugal, but closer to the coast). The term 

half moon is similar to the use of the word croissant 

http://www.cativegrama.com/index.php
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(crescent) in France for a similar tool socketed tool for use with a long handle – in England the 

term staff hook, or slasher, would be used. 

The term podão is used for both single and double edged billhooks (see also trinchete), but the 

term foice (sickle) appears to be equally common, but for those fitted with a socket handle, not a 

through tang. The terms podoa  and foicinha seem to be used for sickles. The term poda is also 

used, the origins of these words coming from the Latin putare (to prune): thus a derived word, 

found in other languages such French (poudo) and Spanish (podón) also meaning billhook. 

Of interest is a tool on te page for knives, called a faca abrir 

porcas (knife to open pigs), a type of poda – I bought a vine 

pruning hook on ebay some years ago, the seller told me that 

had been used for butchering pigs. It would appear that in 

Portugal, as in other countries with an agricultural tradition 

that tools can have more than one use. It appears identical to 

the podão poda on page 3. 

Below are some images of the different shapes of billhooks 

(and billhook type of tools) taken from the online catalogue: 
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